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The price of a gallon of gas has dropped almost half a dollar since August. But even with gas
prices approaching $2.50, Saving You Money is watching out for your dollar. Jim Snyder has a
follow up on how companies are saving thousands with a simple device we told you about.
When we tried the Eco-Fuel System we were impressed with how much it cut down on emissions
and it did a good job of increasing our fuel economy. Now local businesses are using it to
improve their bottom line.
Alan Shook is a fleet manager who is responsible for 40 trucks in three states. Enviro Pro has a
sizeable fuel bill every month. So Alan decided to try a fuel saving device that looks like nothing
more than a grey pipe with copper screen in it. We first told you about the Eco-Fuel System a
year ago. It gave us more miles between fillups when we tested it and that's what it did for
Alan's trucks. "At that time gas was $2.37 we saved with our fleet about $40,000 a year with
fuel," says Alan.
Eco-Fuel also caught the attention of two car dealerships. Kia and Hummer on Sahara couldn't be
more different, but one thing they have in common is they both offer the Eco-Fuel System to new
customers to help them save on gas. But before they would sell it to you they had to be sold that
it would work.
Kia tested it out on a service van and was happy with the results. Hummer's technicians tried it
on their own vehicles and now they say they can offer customers a little relief at the pump.
Everyone we talked to that tested the Eco Fuel had similar results. Bigger cars that were driven
aggressively saw the smallest gains, about 1.5 to 2 miles to the gallon more. But the smaller cars
and trucks saw the biggest gains with drivers reporting to us as much as 15-percent increase in
fuel economy.
The Eco Fuel device costs about $400 or less depending on the type of car or truck you drive and
the size of its engine.
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